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ABSTRACT 

Now a day, automatic detection of lung nodules is an important work in medical applications. The automated detection from CT 

scan imaging is affected due to artifact and skull portion. It is difficult task in detection of skull removal in lung images. In this 

paper we explain about segmentation of chest CT using different techniques. Segmentation of medical images an important step in 

various applications such as quantitative analysis and image-guided surgery. The level set method will not give the accurate size 

and shape of the nodule to get the accurate result we prefer the proposed method in this paper. The proposed method contains 

three steps. They are preprocessing, edge based contour and modified fuzzy clustering. The skull portion is detection based on 

dilation and erosion in preprocessing step. It is accurate detection of diseases from chest CT scan images. The second step is edge 

based contour, it is used in detection of edges of objects as shown in results. Final step is modified fuzzy clustering; it is 

accurately detection of abnormalities from CT images. The experimental results shows that the detection of abnormality of lung 

images is accurately and efficiency. 
 

Index Term: - Modified Fuzzy Clustering, Dilate, Erosion And Image Labeling. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Lung nodule is inherently serious and life-threatening because 

of its invasive and infiltrative character in the limited space of 

the intracranial cavity. The mortality rates due to the lung 

nodules are continuously increasing [1]. Lung nodules are 

mainly classified as benign or malignant depending on their 

growth pattern. Benign tumors are non-cancerous, slow 

growing and do not spread to the surrounding tissue. Whereas 

malignant tumors are cancerous, fast growing and invade 

nearby organs. Accurate classification of lung nodules is 

important because their clinical behavior, prognosis and 

therapy differ markedly. Discrimination between benign and 

malignant tumors is necessary for optimal patient treatment.  

The screening tests for the identification of lung nodules 

require visual examination of MR images of the lung by the 

radiologist. But visual analysis is time consuming, tedious and 

subjective. In order to overcome these drawbacks, computer-

aided diagnosis (CAD) systems are developed to improve the 

diagnosis sensitivity by 20–30% when compared with the 

diagnosis by visual analysis [2]. Content based image retrieval 

(CBIR) is an important component of CAD system which can 

assist the radiologist in diagnosing tumors. The MR images of 

patients taken during the diagnosis of the lung tumor are 

stored in a medical database known as picture archiving and 

communication system (PACS) along with the diagnosis and 

treatment information [3].  

When the radiologist is less confident about diagnosis of any 

lung tumor case, he can query a database of past resolved 

cases to retrieve images that contain regions with features 

similar to that of the query image. With the knowledge of 

disease entities that match with the features of the query image 

and associated diagnostic information, the radiologist can 

arrive at a diagnostic decision [4]. Thus, the image retrieval 

helps the radiologist in making case-based reasoning in 

diagnosis of lung tumors. Text-based retrieval techniques are 

now commonly used in PACS. In these systems, keywords 

from lab reports and associated text from images are used for 

querying images. Although this approach can offer much 

flexibility in query formulation, it suffers from several 

drawbacks such as it is difficult to manually annotate the 
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description of every image in the database and the manual 

description of the image is subjective due to the difference in 

human perception [5]. Thus, the text-based retrieval leads to 

inaccuracies during the retrieval process. Whereas CBIR 

retrieves similar images from the database based on shape, 

texture, location and grey level features of the image [6]. This 

has motivated research and development in CBIR in the 

medical domain. 

This paper is organized as follows. Level set method in section 

II. Proposed method in section III. The simulation results are 

presented in Section IV. Concluding remarks are made in 

Section V. 

 

2. LEVEL SET METHOD 

The algorithm can be divided into three main tasks:  

1. Detection of lung nodule to get candidate nodule locations 

in preprocessing step. It is compute the positions of the lung 

nodules based on cropping the  interest of lung nodule area. 

2. Initialize λ and μ and calculate the probabilities 

distribution function 

0 =  H ( ) d/  d 

0 =   (1-H ( )) d/  d 

After that compute the intensity segmentation region 

implicitly represented by 

 

3. Final step is to perform the segment based level set 

algorithm. The aim is to compute a transformation A that 

moves a source shape (α) to its target (β). We adopt the in-

homogeneous scaling matching criteria. The target and source 

shapes are represented by the ecludian distance functions φα 

and φβ respectively. Thus an energy function can be obtained 

by 

E =  δ (φα, φβ ) (sφα(X) -   φβ(A))
2
 d 

             

FIG 1 (a) Input image      (b) output image 

 

(c) Probability density function estimation result 

 

 From the above  results, we can see that the Level set 

approach overcomes the in homogeneities found in either the 

lung or non-lung tissues. The successful estimation of the 

probability distribution functions allow including these in 

homogeneities in their corresponding regions. The level set 

approach fails in this issue. 

 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 

The block diagram of proposed method as shown in figure.1. 

The proposed method consists of three methods to detection of 

lung tumor in medical images. They are preprocessing, edge 

based contour and modified fuzzy cluster as described in sub 

section 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Block Diagram of Proposed Method 

3.1. Preprocessing 

In preprocessing step, removing abnormality of lung tumor 

based on erosion and dilation operation. The Erosion operation 

to remove pixels on tumor boundaries. The number of image 

pixels added or removed from the tumor in an image depends 

on the element structure of size and shape. The erosion 

operation is similar to dilation operation, i.e. we turn pixels to 

'1', not '0'. The performance steps of preprocessing is shown 

Medical 
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 If the structuring element origin coincides with a '1' 

pixel in the image, that pixel move to the next pixel i.e. 

no change of image pixel  

 If the structuring element origin coincides with a '0 ' 

pixel in the image, then structuring element move to ‘1’ 

pixel in the image, i.e. image pixel move from ‘0’ to a 

'1'. 

3.2. Edge Based Contour 

Edge contour is finding the edges of lung boundary. It is 

described in a sequence of steps:  

 Lung edges of an image are detected from gradient and 

structure mask operation after that apply the  

convolving with given input image G(x,y) with of 

texture mask T(x,y) which is defined as law's texture 

[7] . It gives important details about the objects 

boundaries of an image as the resultant image R(x, y). 

T = P.P
T
 

P= [1, 4, 6, 4, 1]
 T

 

E = G * T 

 Next step is to convolve the output image obtained 

from the first step with a laplacian filter and then 

calculate the magnitude (M) and direction (D) of the 

image gradient. 

 

 It is suppression of nonmaximal to identify object 

edges. The broad ridges in the magnitude must be 

thinned so that only the image magnitudes at the points 

of the greatest local change remain. The last step is the 

global thresholding method to detect and find the image 

edges. Where Mr is the total number of pixels in the 

neighborhood N. We apply a 3 × 3 window as the 

neighborhood N throughout our research. 

 To detect the correct boundary of an image, the 

magnitude of the gradient, direction of the gradient and 

edge map are exploited at the location (i, j) of an image 

is given by 

L(r,c) = α M(r,c) + β D(r,c) +€ E(r,c) 

where α, β, and ε are the weight parameters that control 

the object edge in an image. The larger value of an 

element in L indicates the stronger edge in the 

corresponding direction. The 4 × 4 matrices M , D and 

Ej are calculated as follows: 

 

Where M (i, j) and D (i, j) are the image magnitude and 

direction as shown in step 2. E (r,c) is the edge map 

from Law’s texture and Canny edge detection. It should 

be noted that the value of each element in the matrices 

Mij, Dij, and Eij are ranged between 0 and 1. 

 

4. MODIFIED FUZZY CLUSTERING 

(MFC) 

This algorithm is used to fill holes of edge contour results. The 

fuzzy cluster method was introduced by J. C. Bezdek. The 

idea of MFC is minimize of weight  mean-square error: 

J(wqk, z
(k)

)  =   (k=1,K)  (k=1,K) (wqk)|| x
(q)

-  z
(k)

||
2
 

 (k=1,K) (wqk) = 1 for each q 

wqk = (1/(Dqk)
2
)

1/(p-1)
 /   (k=1,K) (1/(Dqk)

2
)

1/(p-1)
 ,  

p > 1 

The MFC allows each pixel vector to belong to every cluster 

with a fuzzy truth value (between 0 and 1). The algorithm 

assigns a pixel vector to a cluster according to the weight 

maximum of the pixel vector over all clusters. 

 

5. IMPLEMENTATION 

 Weight Assigns. The MFC choose assign the weights 

using random values or pixel vectors. The process of 

assign the weights using pixel vector to assigns the first 

Kinit (user-given) pixel vectors  to prototypes then 

computes the weights . 

 Weight with Q. During the MFC iteration, the computed 

centre of cluster gets closer and closer. By combined 

into clusters, to avoid the rapid convergence, we use 

w[q,k] = (w[q,k] – wmin)/( wmax – wmin)  

Before standardizing the weights over Q. Where wmax, 

wmin are maximum or minimum weights over the 
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weights of all random vectors for the particular class 

prototype. 

 Empty Cluster elimination. After the MFC loop then to 

avoid the empty clusters. This step is put outside the 

fuzzy clustering loop and before calculation of 

modified XB validity. Without to avoid the minimum 

distance of prototype pair used to get the result of 

empty cluster pair. To avoid the small clusters by 

keeping 0 to the process to get the empty clusters.  

 Modified fuzzy c-means. After the fuzzy c-means 

iteration, modified XB to optimize the result, we 

calculate the cluster centers based on modified Xie-

Beni clustering validity   : 

The Xie-Beni validity is a product of compactness and 

separation measures. The compactness-to-separation ratio  is 

defined by. 

 = {(1/K)(k=1,K) k
2
}/Dmin

2
 

k
2  

=
 
(q=1,Q)  wqk || x

(q)
 – c

(k)
 ||

2
               

          

Dmin is the minimum distance between the cluster 

centers.  

The Modified Xie-Beni validity  is defined as  

 =  Dmin
2
/ {(k=1,K) k

2 
 }    

The variance of each cluster is calculated by summing over 

only the members of each cluster rather than over all Q for 

each cluster, which contrasts with the original Xie-Beni 

validity measure. 

k
2  

=
  {q: q is in cluster k}  wqk || x

(q)
 – c

(k)
 ||

2  

 

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We have implemented the proposed method by using the 

MATLAB environment. We obtained images from NCI of 

NBIA, USA. The experimental results of lung CT images as 

shown below. The proposed algorithm has successfully 

detected the   CT scan image. 

 

 Input image 

 

Result of edge based contour 

 

 

Result of preprocessing step 

 

Result of fuzzy clustering 

 

Final result of proposed method 

 

7.  CONCLUSION 

In the medical segmentation analysis, the proposed methods of 

medical segmentation eliminates the diseases boundaries, 

which are two common practices in most medical 

segmentation methods and require a significant amount of 

time. After, to detect the diseases of tumors using fuzzy 

algorithm and edge contour. We have applied segmentation 

tools on several lungs CT images. Experiments results show 
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that the proposed method can improve the speed, robustness 

and accuracy of diagnosis.      
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